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3ds Max Modeling: Bots, Mechs, and Droids (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008

	3ds Max Modeling: Bots, Mechs, and Droids offers an unparalleled, project-based learning strategy for anyone who is interested in modeling with 3ds Max. From the very first pages, readers will discover how to use the Max toolset to create sophisticated models, including a spider bot, hunter-killer, battle mech, and android. Learn how to use...
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Writing mental ray® Shaders: A Perceptual Introduction (mental ray® Handbooks)Springer, 2008

	The word "render" isn't unique to the vocabulary of computer graphics. We can talk about a "watercolor rendering," a "musical rendering" or a "poetic rendering." In each of these, there is a transformation from one domain to another: from the landscape before the painter to color on paper, from...
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Web, Graphics & Perl TK: Best of the Perl JournalO'Reilly, 2003

	
	
		This is the second of three “Best of the Perl Journal” O’Reilly
	
		books, containing the crème de la crème of the 247 articles
	
		published during the Perl Journal’s 5-year existence as a
	
		standalone magazine. This particular book contains 39 articles
	
		covering the web, graphics,...
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Photoshop for the Web: Covers Photoshop 5.5 and ImageReady 2.0O'Reilly, 1999

	
		In this second edition, author Mikkel Aaland updatesPhotoshop for the Web to include important new techniques and workarounds for the latest release of Photoshop--version 5.5. The first edition was loaded with step-by-step examples and real-world solutions from some of the world's hottest Web sites. The second edition adds...
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Ruby Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented ScriptingO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and...
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Black Art of Java Game ProgrammingWaite Group Press, 1996
Gaming on the Web is the next blockbuster business. Have any doubts? The video game industry,
which already eclipses Hollywood in terms of revenue, targets the Web as the next huge growth area.
Software developers are busily porting games to the online environment, or developing entirely new
ones. And numerous popular Web sites, many...
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Beginning Cryptography with JavaWrox Press, 2005
Beginning Cryptography with Java
While cryptography can still be a controversial topic in the programming community, Java has weathered that storm and provides a rich set of APIs that allow you, the developer, to effectively include cryptography in applications—if you know how.     

This book teaches you how. Chapters one through...
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Visual Effects in A Digital World: A Comprehensive Glossary of over 7,000 Visual Effects TermsMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
"Extensive, exhaustive, complete...Half the terms I didn't know! Every studio exec, director, producer, student and journalist should read this book cover to cover!"
Scott Ross, Co-Founder/CEO, Digital Domain 

"An indispensable tool for anyone working in the visual effects medium today." 
Marty Cohen, Post...
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Excel 2003 Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Easy steps for creating spreadsheets you can really use
    

    Simple steps...    

    ...for great results    

    Use AutoOutline      

	Choose Data Group and Outline AutoOutline. Figure 11-9 illustrates a worksheet with outline...
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Joe Grand's Best of Hardware, Wireless, & Game Console Hacking: Includes DVD with 20 Hacks in High-Res ColorSyngress Publishing, 2006
Before you start your hacking projects, you'll need the right arsenal of tools. For some hacks, you might need only a single screwdriver. For others, you could need a workshop complete with power tools and advanced electronic equipment. For the most part, it isn't necessary to have a world-class laboratory or top-of-the-line computer system to...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2010Visual, 2010

	Learn to use Microsoft Word 2010 the easy, visual way


	Word is the most popular application in the Microsoft Office suite, and Word 2010 has some exciting new features. If you learn best when you can see how something is done, you'll find the step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it quick and easy to learn...
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HTML5 Games: Creating Fun with HTML5, CSS3, and WebGLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	"All this is done in HTML5, by the way!" exclaimed Steve Jobs, the mind and face of the

	Apple success story, as he walked the audience through the new HTMLs-powered ad

	system at the iPhone OS 4.0 Keynote, receiving cheers, laughs, and applause in return.

	The recent developments in open, standards-based web technologies...
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